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 Biding their time, Popeye and his crew of thieves plan a heist of Macau's casinos and secure the perfect target: The Grand
Mantis Casino, in which the beautiful Evelyn holds a coveted job. As they commence their job, one of Popeye's crew is killed in

a shootout. The casino also gets broken into and while the casino's security is distracted, the thieves pull off their heist.
Meanwhile, Evelyn meets the old man who owns the casino and seeks to hire him to protect her and the casino from the gang.
Popeye and his crew quickly figure out who owns the casino and while Popeye and his crew are on their way to their next job,
they get ambushed by the casino's security forces and one of Popeye's crew is killed. Evelyn finds out about the casino's secrets
and runs to Popeye's camp as the mob arrives to the camp to find the dead body. It is now the mob vs. Popeye and his crew in

the Vegas casinos. At the same time, the casino owners send a hit squad to kill Evelyn, which just might lead Popeye to his next
target, his old friend Nelly Bodkin-Waters, a notorious smuggler who is in big trouble, he stole the paintings that the Mob
commissioned. The twist in the tale is that Popeye also knows that Nelly's husband, John, is actually a mob member with a

penchant for young girls. The hit squad is out looking for Evelyn. The most notorious crime syndicate in the United States sends
a team of trained assassins to kill Popeye and his crew. Popeye and his crew shoot their way out of Vegas and head to Nellie's

place in the Bahamas. Popeye and his crew beat the assassins and reveal the truth about the gangster's plan. Nellie pulls a gun on
Popeye's crew and demands they leave, which they do. While at the police station, Popeye gets a call from Nellie telling him to
go after his daughter, Monica, who is at the airport. Monica is going on a cruise with her new boyfriend, Eric, who turns out to
be working for the mob. The mob's hit squad is on the way to the cruise. Popeye and his crew beat the mob and arrive at the
airport in time to catch Monica's flight. But Nellie gets away. Popeye and his crew catch up with Monica on the cruise ship
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